
SSD Disparity Estimationfor Dynamic StereoE. TruccoDepartment of Computing and Electrical EngineeringHeriot-Watt UniversityRiccarton, Edinburgh, SCOTLAND, EH14 4ASV. Roberto, S. Tinonin, M. CorbattoUniversity of UdineVia delle Scienze 206, I 33100 Udine, ITALYAbstractWe analyse experimentally some subpixel-accuracy disparity and un-certainty estimators based on the SSD method, frequently used instereo and motion analysis. We identify key inadequacies, and intro-duce new, practical algorithms. We discuss results and performancetests, and demonstrate the e�ective use of the new estimators in a com-plete, working system reconstructing dense depth maps using dynamicstereo. The system achieves good accuracy (average percentage er-rors smaller than few percents) and reliable uncertainty discriminationwithout any expensive smoothing or regularisation of disparity maps,adopted commonly.1 IntroductionThis paper analyses the estimation of subpixel-accuracy disparity and its uncer-tainty in the context of dynamic stereo for computing dense depth maps [3, 4,7, 9, 10]. Careful solutions to this problem, supported by adequate solutions toresampling and drop ins/outs, allow us to achieve good reconstructions withoutexpensive smoothing or regularisation of the disparity map [3, 5, 8]. Our exper-imental testbed is a complete dynamic stereo system based on a Kalman �lter(KF). In the context of dynamic stereo, pixel-based methods for computing densedisparity maps have been reported in [3, 5, 7], and feature-based methods, leadingto sparse disparity maps, in [4, 5, 9, 10]. The squared-sum di�erence method orSSD [1, 5] (Section 3) is a correlation-based algorithm [1, 3, 7, 5] of the formerclass; it can be cheap, e�ective and useful in many contexts. Here, we analyseexperimentally the behaviour of the subpixel interpolation and quadratic-�t un-certainty estimator proposed in [5], identify key inadequacies, and formulate newalgorithms (Section 3.1 and 3.2). We use the same module for estimating motionand stereo disparities and their uncertainties, guaranteeing maximum consistencyof the uncertainty values fed to the fusion stage. Dynamic fusion based on KFsmay take place in 3-D [3, 10] or at disparity level [5, 8]. We adopt the latter ap-proach, thus taking the depth-from-motion framework proposed in [5] to dynamic
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upper camera, t+1Figure 1: system architecture (left) and setup geometry (right).stereo (Section 4). Section 5 presents some experiments with real sequences, quan-titative results, and performance issues. Section 6 o�ers a short discussion of ourwork.2 System architecture and assumptionsThe architecture of our dynamic stereo system is illustrated in Figure 1 (left). Asingle module supplies horizontal (motion) and vertical (stereo) subpixel-accuracydisparities and their uncertainties, which are integrated by a KF to produce adepth map and its uncertainty. We chose the simple geometry in Figure 1 (right) toprototype an experimental testbed quickly. A sequence of stereo views is acquiredby two parallel cameras translating rigidly along the x axis of the camera frames.The optical axes of the cameras are displaced along y, which implies orthogonalstereo and motion disparities and simpli�es the mathematics. Our assumptions,found frequently in similar systems, are: (a) parallel stereo cameras [4, 9, 7]; (b)rigid, translational motion [4, 5, 8]; (c) translation parallel to the x axis of thecamera frame [5, 8], and stereo baseline parallel to the y axis of the same frame(Figure 1, right); (d) only the diagonal elements of the state covariance matrixare stored [7, 5, 8] (all depth estimates independent [4, 9]); (e) independent stereoand motion observations.3 Disparity and its uncertaintyA subpixel-accuracy disparity map and its uncertainty are computed by the sameSSD algorithm for both motion and stereo. The pixel-accuracy disparities of (x; y)are�xM = minWx fexg = minWx �Z Z [It(x��x+ �; y + �) � It�1(x+ �; y + �)]2d�d���yM = minWy feyg = minWy �Z Z [IL(x+ �; y ��y + �) � IU (x + �; y + �)]2d�d��where ex and ey are error functions, IL and IU are the stereo images from thelower and upper camera respectively (Figure 1, right), Wx,Wy are small imageregions (typically 5 � 5 or 7 � 7 in our experiments), and t, t � 1 are successivetime instants.



British Machine Vision Conference3.1 Subpixel interpolationDetailed experimental analysis of correlation-based algorithms achieving subpixelprecision through unweighted, quadratic interpolation around the minimum ofe [5, 8] shows that these methods can lead to inconsistent results owing to theasymmetry of e around its minimum. We tested quadratic interpolation on anumber of controlled image pairs, created by shifting segments of a real image byknown quantities (up to 10 pixel, using 5x5 and 7x7 correlation masks), and addingincreasing amounts of Gaussian noise (up to � = 30 with 8-bit images). We foundthat (a) even without noise, subpixel disparities were dispersed around the truevalues (standard deviation about�0:15 pixel), which was caused by the asymmetryof e around its minimum; (b) with noise, disparities were not distributed uniformly,and tended to cluster around integer values. Problem (a) is solved by weightedinterpolation schemes in which the importance of a point is inversely proportionalto e, e.g. along x �xsubpix = �xM�1e(�xM�1) + �xMe(�xM) + �xM+1e(�xM+1)1e(�xM�1) + 1e(�xM) + 1e(�xM+1)where �xsubpix is the subpixel-precision disparity estimate. In our tests, we usedboth 3-pixel and 5-pixel neighbourhoods of the pixel-precision minimum �xM .Figure 2 (top) illustrates the behaviour of weighted schemes, showing that problem(b) is still present. To rectify (a) and (b), we formulated a new interpolation schemewhich increases the symmetry as emin decreases, e.g. along x:�(�xM � 1; e(�xM � 1)); (�xM ; e(�xM)� �1 + e(�xM ) ); (�xM + 1; e(�xM + 1))�where � is a constant. Typical, experimental disparity distributions showing thesatisfactory behaviour of our scheme with respect to (a) and (b) are shown inFigure 2 (bottom) (for the case �xM = 6 true disparity). Figure 3 summarisessome of our accuracy tests: for instance (Figure 3(b)), with noise level � = 10,75% of the pixels have errors less or equal to 5%. The results are very satisfac-tory, given that no disparity regularisation, image magni�cation [5], or expensivesmoothing/�tting [3] is used.3.2 Estimating uncertaintyLocal quadratic �t has been suggested as the basis for uncertainty estimation withSSD algorithms [1, 5], but again the irregular shape of the error functions aroundthe minimum leads to inconsistent estimates. We analysed the experimental be-haviour of the quadratic estimator suggested in [5] (based on the reciprocal ofthe quadratic coe�cient of the interpolating quadric) in the controlled conditionsdescribed in Section 3.1. The tests were performed with variously textured im-ages (rather uniform to strong textures). The results indicated that (a) noise canresult in low uncertainties associated with signi�cantly wrong disparities, and (b)uncertainty estimates can decrease as the noise level increases, in both highly andmarginally textured regions. This is because the noise can drive the quadratic�t to produce a very narrow (low uncertainty) function centered around a wrong
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Figure 2: Experimental distributions of subpixel disparity estimates around exact value6, with additive Gaussian noise: � = 0 (a), 10 (b), 20 (c). Top: weighted interpolation(5-pixel neighbourhood of �xM). Bottom: our scheme.
Figure 3: Percentage of pixels (y axis) with disparity error (in percent) less than x value(x axis); synthetic images with (a) no noise, (b) Gaussian additive noise of � = 10 (b).
Figure 4: Qualitative error pro�les associated with decreasing uncertainty (left-right).



British Machine Vision Conferenceminimum. To design a correct estimator, we targeted three criteria: (1) minimumerrors increase, on average, with the level of noise; (2) the larger the SSD error, themore jagged the local shape of e; (3) the larger the local peak-to-peak variationof e around the minimum, the more unreliable the estimates. So a satisfactoryestimator must consistently attach decreasing uncertainties to the qualitative er-ror pro�les in Figure 4, from left to right. We quanti�ed the criteria in threecoe�cients, tested their behaviour individually, and combined them in a completeestimator. The absolute SSD error kek served as the �rst coe�cient. Irregularitywas quanti�ed by a simple measurei = 0:5(Pk2I j s(k)� s(k � 1) j)� 12hwhere h spans an interval I = [�xmin � h+ 1;�xmin + h] around the extremum�xmin, and s(k) = � �1 k = 0sgn(e(k) � e(k � 1)) k 6= 0where e is the SSD error function. The local variation was quanti�ed byv =Xk2I � e(k) � e(k � 1)maxw2I fe(w)g �minw2I fe(w)g�2We ascertained experimentally that the behaviour of the last two measures wasconsistent with the criteria above. The �nal estimator combines the three contri-butions by expressing the variance of the disparity measurements as �2 = (k�R)2,with R = v(i � � ) + q. � is chosen so that an irregularity greater than � impliesthat uncertainty increases for increasing v (local variation), and vice versa. So,in the presence of the same high local variation, the rightmost pro�le of Figure 4leads to low uncertainty, the leftmost one to high uncertainty. q ensures that R isnot negative; its value depends on I and the range of variation of the parametersin the R expression. We achieved the best results over a large set of experimentswith q = 0:41 and � = 0:2.4 Integrating stereo and motionAll disparities and uncertainties are fed to a KF based on the measurement equa-tion D = Hu+ � (1)where u is the n2 � 1 vector (assuming n� n images for simplicity) of the inversedepths 1Z(i;j) of each pixel (i; j); D = ��Tm j �Ts �T is the 2n2 � 1 vector formedby the observed horizontal (motion) disparities �Tm, and the vertical (stereo) dis-parities �Ts ; � is the usual white Gaussian noise of mean 0 and covariance R(2n2 � 2n2). The measurement equation for motion, in our assumptions, is�x = �Txf 1Z + � = �Txfu + � (2)



British Machine Vision Conferencewhere � � (0; �2�) is an additive Gaussian noise. For stereo (vertical disparity),the parallel-camera setup impliesZ = f1(dyf2 + y2�Z � f1 + f2)f2y1 � f1y2where f1; f2 are the cameras' focal lengths, dy is the stereo baseline (distancebetween the optical centers), �Z the distance between the parallel retinas, andy2 � y1 the stereo disparity. Assuming calibration can achieve �Z �= 0, f1 �= f2within su�cient accuracy for our purposes, rearranging, and adding Gaussian noise� � (0; �2�), we obtain �y = �dyfu + �The variances �2�; �2� are estimated as described in Section 3.2. The KF is expressedas [6] u(t+i ) = �P(t+i )P(t�i )�1�u(t�i ) + �P(t+i )H(ti)R(ti)�1�D(ti)P(t+i ) = �P(t�i )�1 +H(ti)TR(ti)�1H(ti)��1 (3)where P is the state covariance. The assumptions on geometry, independent stereoand motion measurements, and independent pixels, imply that H(ti);R(ti) areblock diagonal, and Eq.(3) can be written in terms of individual pixels:u(t+i ) = P (t+i )P (t�i )u(t�i ) + P (t+i ) ��fTx�2x(ti)�x(ti) + �fdy�2y(ti)�y(ti)�P (t+i ) = P (t�i )�2x(ti)�2y(ti)�2x(ti)�2y(ti) + P (t�i ) ��2y(�fTx)2 + �2x(�fdy)2�The prediction stage involves the following three substeps. (1) Spatial propa-gation: each pixel is propagated spatially along x according to Eq.(2). (2) Co-variance increment: models the uncertainty increase caused by uncertain mo-tion, calibration errors, and the like, by exponential age-weighting [6, 5]: P (t�i ) =P (t+i�1) where  > 1 inates the covariance heuristically. (3) Resampling:x(t�i ) is not, in general, an integer, and it is necessary to resample and interpo-late depth and covariance maps. We tested experimentally six interpolation andresampling methods, linear and nonlinear (including the one in [5] and some origi-nal solutions), and designed a new resampling method which performed best withrespect to (a), (b) and (c). The new method is based on a careful characterisationof drop-ins/outs within an asymmetric neighbourhood of each pixel.5 Testing the complete systemWe mounted a camera (Digital Vision CCD-9-MICRO, 500�492) on an adjustablestand allowing accurate control of vertical translations. The stand could sliderigidly on a horizontal rail. Images were acquired by a DataCell S2200 framestore.All software was C, tested on both a 486 running Linux and a SPARC10. We usedour implementation of Caprile and Torre's calibration algorithm [2]. Calibration



British Machine Vision Conferencetests with synthetic and real images put the worst percentage errors at 1.8% forthe focal length, and at 5% for the extrinsic parameters, quite adequate for ourpurposes. We tested the complete system with about twenty sequences, syntheticand real. Only two real experiments are reported here. Figure 5 (left) showsthe �rst and last pair of a real, 9-pair stereo sequence (256x256, 8-bit images).Camera-object distances were 26cm for the horse cart and 35cm for the owl �gure.The depth variation of the visible surfaces was less than 3cm. The calibrated focallength was 679 pixel. The camera pair translated by 5 mm between frames; thestereo baseline was 5 mm. Since the KF maintains uncertainty estimates, we could�x a desired con�dence level and reject all pixels whose depth uncertainty exceededthat level. Figure 5 (right) shows the depth and variance maps after processingthe �rst and last stereo pair. Notice the decrease in uncertainty (darkening ofvariance maps) and the increased number of accepted points. Figure 6 shows thedepth map of points with con�dence level greater than 90%, after processing the�rst pair (left), the last pair (middle), and applying a 7 � 7 median �lter to the�nal result (right); notice the increased number of accepted points (denser map)between the left and middle/right images. Two 3-D views of the �nal depth map,after median �ltering and simple surface interpolation to �ll in gaps, are shownin Figure 7 (right). This result indicates that simple postprocessing su�ces toachieve good range images. Figure 7 (left) is a histogram of the depths of theaccepted pixels, showing that measurements are concentrated around the correctvalues. Notice that increasing noise levels reduce the number of accepted pointsbut do not worsen the accuracy dramatically, as uncertainties reect consistentlythe reliability of measurements. Figure 8 shows the �rst, middle and last pairof another 9-pair sequence (256� 256, 8-bit images). The elephant �gure, modelcar and wooden teddy bear were placed at about 25, 32 and 35 cm from thecameras respectively. Most points on elephant and bear were visible for a fewframes only. Focal length, translation and stereo baseline were the same as inthe previous experiment. Figure 9 (left) shows the histogram of the accepteddepths after the middle (left) and last pair. Figure 9 (right) shows the median-�ltered depth maps of the accepted points after the middle (left) and last pair.Figure 10 summarises the results of a series of tests with unoptimised C code ona 486 (33MHz) running Linux. Notice the good performance of integration andprediction even with unoptimised code.6 DiscussionWe have analysed experimentally SSD-based subpixel-accuracy disparity and un-certainty estimation methods, identi�ed key inadequacies, and sketched new al-gorithms and their testing. We have illustrated the use of the algorithms in acomplete dynamic stereo system which produces depth maps of similar accuracyas, and sometimes better than, those reported for comparable systems, but no reg-ularisation or smoothing of disparity maps is used. The work has been supportedby systematic testing throughout. Limitations concern mainly the geometric as-sumptions of Section 2; however, these were instrumental to prototype rapidly acomplete system within which to test all algorithms. A challenging question iswhether surface continuity could be modelled within the KF without increasing
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Figure 5: Left block: �rst (left column) and last stereo pair of input sequence. Rightblock: depth (top) and variance maps after �rst (left column) and last pair.Figure 6: Depth maps of accepted points (minimum con�dence 90%). After �rst pair(left); after last pair (middle); the latter after median �ltering.Figure 7: histogram of estimated depths (distances in cm) and two 3-D views of �naldepth map of accepted points (median �ltered).
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Figure 8: First (left column), middle, and last stereo pair of input sequence.

Figure 9: Left: histogram of estimated depths (distances in cm) after middle (left) andlast pair. Right: �nal depth map of accepted points, median �ltered, after middle (left)and last pair.
Figure 10: CPU times (seconds) for disparity, fusion and prediction and di�erent imagesizes, averaged over several runs on a 486 running Linux.
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